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We have removed 6 job posts very similar to those that have already been shown. To see these additional results, you can repeat your search with the omitted job placements included. » Post your CV – It only takes a few seconds training can be better for upper management, but one of the better companies I worked for. They have a great culture. You should definitely be a very qualified manager, with
extensive experience. Was this review helpful? A lot of work is required and they don't pay at all with the work done. scheduled open to close very often. Poor management. Not a fun and enjoyable working environment.low pay rate, about scheduled, short staff, everyone stops, not a real corporationsWhat this review is helpful? Many work for a minimum wage job. Expectations are too high based on
compensation. 10 minutes break is ridiculous. Pushing insider cards and donations angers the customers.10-minute break, low payWas this review helpful? You go there and work the desk all day. The drivers cry when calling other cashiers. Poor management just cares for themselves. They don't know how to handle stress and always blame someone else for their mistakes. Was this review useful?be
careful to be sent into the office if your charging is off even as little as $5.even though I know how to count I felt the management there was at the time don't know how to count and I finally suspended there because of my tractor off several times and I wasn't the only one who happened too.i ended up feeling right when they suspended me.didn't feel as if I had a chance there.great people to work with
management don't know how to count this review helpful? Lack of payment and should manage better as everything falls on you even when the manager are the ones who usually make the mistakes also they don't care if you have a family emergency or feel sick they will still work you so don't work here trust me it's not worth it ! Was this review helpful? Great benefits. Cutthroat operations dept. Health
benefits are huge. You won't make a lot of money. You won't get an increase. Your hours will be cut, no matter what you tell. You better don't say anything negative or you're a target. Drink the cabbage help, lock your mouth, don't expect an increase. I won't come here unless you have no other option. They care more about pushing their new culture off your throat and saving payroll more than people. Your
10 minute break can be short if a five-minute break depending on how big the store is and where the service desk is located. Just don't work here. Trust me that you will end up. Was this review helpful? The drivers and colleagues were incredible. Very friendly and caring. My schedule worked out perfectly and I felt like I belonged and had a goal. If I could go back. Was this review helpful? No for promotion
No support from Management Long HoursNo set schedule I have been working there for almost three years no mention of promotions or higher salary. Was this review helpful? I was really excited about working there. The benefits were great, and the work itself was and in fact were easy. But management asked too much of me. I have circumstances that guarantee a limited schedule and they couldn't
respect it. When a client freaked out of me, I was speaking loudly because they assumed I had something to do with it. Finally, I continued to deficiencies on me until it was mostly $10 if not $5. That's right, whole, precise accounts. They told me to count my change better. Finally I had five deficiencies on me until, and I was fired over a day before my 90 day trial window was on. That trial period is there so
that if you've been written up 5 times within 90 days, you let go. What it looks like is that I wasn't a convenient employee for them and they needed an excuse to shut me up. You get to forburst your 30 min breaks Was this review helpful? Works fine to your schedule, but too cheap to pay your value Raally low payment for more than 20 plus years of service. Only paid $11 an hour and it was within the last 3
yrs. It's a shame, my kids make more at a job they just worked for 1 yr with no experience .the higher ups should have to work in that hockey for 3 day and meet the senseless demands and policies I love my clients and co-workers They should admit the hardworking people Were this review helpful? The work was initially ok, then it was stressful full. One manager was really good, but the other wasn't that
good. I worked my butt off and didn't have credit for it. Being a fees was not bad, but then the drivers hire dumb people who tried to take your hours and work, but then you should clean up after them. I hated it. Was this review helpful? Great place to work, but terrible payI was a front supervisor and the payment just wasn't worth running the front and the constant need for the insider cards. But the drivers
were the best people around. Very flexible with your schedule and honest if not for the payment I still want to be there. The best staff around that work hard no matter what. Great staff, good working environment, very flexible hoursPaid, short breaks, expectations too high Was this review helpful? Not the biggest, but it's a job. I worked as head of department and I went a lot of drama with management. I
was constantly blamed for not had products on the shelves on time, despite never had enough associates to help care what needs to be done. The majority of the time I worked there, I worked alone in the largest department in the store. I ended up injuring my arm and they wouldn't accommodate me when I couldn't lift things because it did so Apart from that, I was not trained for my position, I learned from
doing, and tips from the department head before me. And most associates are not trained in the slightest unless it is by other associates. Is. when an associate was trained, it was by another who just didn't even join a week ahead of time, and who still learns how to do their work. I'll say, the company is very inclusive, and very lgbt friendly, but it's about the only upside down to the situation. The Fishkill
shop leader has screwed many people over at the time I worked there, and I wouldn't be surprised if she continues if she's still there. Was this review helpful?I worked in the meriden store for about 3 years and never got an increase. they have such a high turn over rate with drivers staff can't keep up. many unorganized and dirty floor shelves all covered in thick layers of dust. most managers will work with
you on scheduling for various work and school. their company itself does a lot for its communities that I also like. Was this review helpful? Overall, a good company to work forDs a good work environment, and good team work. I appreciate the management and the way they care about employees. They have fairly clear goals for each position and communicate fairly well with their employees. Not much of a
chance on progress Was this review useful?punctual Multitasking Great Communication Further employee Benefit Employee Benefits Organized Major Benefits Packages Great Review Was This Review Useful? I worked here over 7 years roughly and this company morphed into something great. I've seen it change all the time. The benefits have even improved for our part timers. Holiday and personal time
is now really more of a thing for us. As well as the point system for attendance was not a fan of it. It's something of the past. Also the drivers you hired for my store are pretty good and treat me like a person and I really appreciate it. Benefits. Management treats me like a person. Employee discounts are very generous. More people need to push cargo Was this review helpful? Useful?
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